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ABSTRACT
There are numerous obstacles to participation in Cryptocurrency
mining, which are harder felt across the world due to geographical
and economic factors. Such impediments include the need for
hardware and optimizing, electricity costs, exit options,
procurement, etc.
Cryptocurrency mining is the process of solving cryptographic
equations through the use of computing power, which in our case
comes from the project’s mining power itself. Miners are rewarded
for solving these equations and this process is required for many
blockchains to operate.
Most miners must choose between holding onto equipment for
years or being forced to replace it later on. This lack of liquidity
means Crypto miners have diﬃculty in achieving consistent mining
distributions and consistent proﬁtability. This also discourages
newcomers from seriously participating in this practice – for the
regular investor / miner, the most eﬃcient setup today may already
be subpar 12 months from now.
We propose to solve this problem with the “ZETH” and “ZBTC”
tokens, which are collateralized by standardized Ethereum and
Bitcoin mining power, respectively. By standardizing and tokenizing
mining power into both tokens and listing them for auction and
later trading, we can bring exchange-grade liquidity to the mining
market while meeting trader‘s need for mining exposure.

What has been the most challenging in recent times is the high gas
fee leading to the unusability in Ethereum. However, miners have
been consistently rejecting proposals such as EIP 1559 which is
attempting to reduce the astronomical gas fee on Ethereum right
now due to the high demand rising from DeFi enthusiasts.
We truly believe that the users of Ethereum should have a larger
voice in dictating the chain’s future, especially in the short-term
future the user’s incentives should be aligned with the miners, or
the users should seek out ways to actively participate in mining, to
advocate their cause.
The best way to do that is through a hashrate token. The holders
should be able to vote on which mining pools they wish to connect
to, as a channel to use their right to protect their interest. The token
holders, who are also the miners, will vote democratically on
issues pertaining to the project’s direction, which has not been the
case until now.
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Introduction
icarus.ﬁnance is a decentralized protocol that is used to unlock a
universe of open ﬁnancial applications.
We combine the ﬂexibility of mining multiple assets (Bitcoin and
Ethereum) via our hash rate tokens, yield farming via traditional
DeFi applications through our Governance token $ICA and GameFi
play to earn with NFTs!
Both ZETH and ZBTC are hashrate tokens that allow users to take
part in Ethereum and Bitcoin mining respectively, claiming mining
rewards in the process - it makes you the miner without the need
for hardware.
By staking ZETH / ZBTC, holders of the tokens will receive not only
$ETH / $BTCB respectively, but also $ICA ( DeFi + governance )
distributions that correspond to the mining power staked. This
interoperability between mining & DeFi makes the icarus.ﬁnance
ecosystem intrinsically unique.
icarus.ﬁnance has been initially deployed on the Binance Smart
Chain. #BSC
Since its launch, we’ve witnessed explosive growth on all its
blockchain data stats. This is due to fortiﬁed smart contract
support, cross-chain interoperability, low transaction fees, and
fast block speed (3s). These factors combined allow us to create a
unique ecosystem that provides users the combined beneﬁts of
traditional mining and DeFi farming via smart contract execution.
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ZETH and ZBTC mining power
Each $ZETH and $ZBTC is a standardised unit of actual Ethereum and Bitcoin
mining power, respectively. This means that holding either of these tokens is
legally and functionally equivalent to owning the underlying mining
power.
Staking our hashrate tokens on-chain will allow the staking holder to receive
mining rewards in $ETH / $BTCB and $ICA. This opens the doors for any
investor wanting to participate and start Crypto mining. By trading $ZETH /
$ZBTC later on, participants are able to easily enter and exit Ethereum and
Bitcoin mining exposure of any size, at any time, with low costs, and no
disposals of hardware.

Earn $ETH, Stake $ZETH
Each token is pegged into 0.1 M/s hashrate

Earn $BTCB, Stake $ZBTC
Each token is pegged into 0.1 T/s hashrate
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Tokenomics
Both $ZETH and $ZBTC can, and will only be issued when actual mining
power has been contributed to or added by the project. Currently, this
mining power represents a total limited token supply of:

1,000,000 ZETH

1,000,000 ZBTC

As the project expands, so will the project’s mining power and therefore total
token supply, which can then be purchased and sold in the open market.

$ZETH TOKEN SUpPLY
$Zeth dodoEx
crowdpooling
- 6 $Busd

$ZETH dAPP
Presale - 5 $Busd

$Zeth dodoEx
single-token pool
- 6 $Busd

350,ooo
supply

$Zbtc TOKEN SUpPLY
$zbtc dodoEx
crowdpooling
- 17,5 $Busd

$ZBTC dApp
presale -12 $BUSD

$ZBTC PUBLIC
SALE DEX
- 17,5 $Busd

100,ooo
supply

400,ooo
supply

50,ooo
supply

23,617
supply

200,ooo
supply
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3.1
ZETH Issuance
icarus.finance $ZETH
Single Token staking
40% - 400.000 total $ZETH

Holding for 3 months
Users receive a 5x boost to $ICA
rewards (1 month) when issued.

1 $ZETH = $5 BUSD

Dodo Single-token pool
35% - 350.000 $ZETH
1 $ZETH = $6 BUSD

Dodo Crowdpooling
10% - 100.000 total $ZETH
1 $ZETH = $6 BUSD

A 5% fee is charged at the time of
exchange and sent to the issuer.
Conﬁrmed $ICA airdrop to
compensate for transaction fees
based on holdings after the sale
is completed

We will get the initial LP by
50.000 $ZETH and 300.000
$BUSD

Public sale DEX
10% - 100.000 total $ZETH
1 $ZETH = $6-$10 BUSD
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3.2
ZBTC Issuance
50.000 total $ZBTC (Purchasable in our dApp)

icarus.finance $Zbtc
Single Token staking

1 $ZBTC = 12 $BUSD initial price oﬀering
1$ZBTC = 13.50 $BUSD second price oﬀering
1 $ZBTC = 17.50 $BUSD moving onwards
Holding for 3 months, rewards $BTCB + $ICA

Dodo Crowdpooling
23.617 total $ZBTC
1 $ZBTC = 17.50 $BUSD

Public sale dex
20% - 200.000 total $ZBTC
1 $ZBTC = $17.50 BUSD
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$ZETH & $ZBTC Centralization

Both our hashrate tokens claim mining
yields from their respective networks
centrally, and rewards are distributed
to holders in a decentralized manner.
Namely, the project will direct all
mining power collateralizing the
tokens to the mining pools in exchange
for daily mining rewards as calculated
and allocated by the pool. The mining
pool creates a fair environment as
users beneﬁt from lower costs (such as
electricity) regardless of where they live.
The mining facility itself is the only
centralized variable in the project - it
has to be in order to achieve stability
and accountability of the platform.
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Workflow
Pegging into 100,000T hashrate with

Pegging into 100,000M hashrate with

Power consumption ratio at 48W/T

Power consumption ratio at 3.75W/M
Centralized

Issue

Issue

Decentralized

1,000,000

1,000,000
token

token

ZBTC Selling Pool

ZETH Selling Pool

$ICA
Token Supply
10,000,000

Token Supply

Token Supply

1,000,000

1,000,000

Pegged into 0.1

Pegged into 0.1

T/ZBTC

3% for airdrop

ZETH Pool
&
ZBTC Pool

15% for DAO

5% for reward
by stake Token

12% for Team
linear release
in 1 year

Market

Contributors

12 BUSD/ZBTC

Launch Price

ICA-BUSD Pool
30% for reward
by liquidity

ZETH-BUSD Pool
&
ZBTC-BUSD Pool

ICA-ETH Pool
&
ICA-BTCB Pool

20% for reward
by liquidity

15% for reward
by stake Token

M/ZETH

6 BUSD/ZETH

Market
Launch Price

2,5 years linear release
According to BSC’s block height, the ICA output will be reduced by 10% in
the 7 days and 10% in 23 days and 10% in 60 days. After that, the output will
be reduced by 10% every quarter for 9 quarters. And all the blocks will be

$BTCB

$ETH

mined in half past 2 years.

ZETH Holders

ZBTC Holders

Staking

$BTCB
+
$ICA

ZBTC-BUSD Pool

Staking

$BTCB
+
$ICA

ZBTC Pool

Staking

Market Making Pool

20% for reward

50% for reward

20% for Buy-back

by liquidity

by stake ZBTC

and burn

10% for ICARUS

10% for ICARUS

fund

fund

$ETH
+
$ICA

Staking

$ETH
+
$ICA

Market Making Pool

ZETH-BUSD Pool

ZETH Pool

20% for Buy-back

20% for reward

50% for reward

and burn

by liquidity

by stake ZETH

BTCB Pool

ETH Pool

Hashrate Supply = 0,1T * (Total Token Supply - Selling Pool)

Hashrate Supply = 0,1M * (Total Token Supply - Selling Pool)
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Staking Single Asset
Liquidity providers

ZETH

ZBTC

$ETH (50%)
+
$ICA (2.5%)

Stake

$BTCB (50%)
+
$ICA (2.5%)

Stake

ZETH Pool

ZBTC Pool

ETH Pool

BTCB Pool

Hashrate Supply = 0,1M * (Total
Token Supply - Selling Pool)

Hashrate Supply = 0,1T * (Total
Token Supply - Selling Pool)

When staking $ZETH on the
smart contract, users will be
rewarded with 50% of $ETH
pool rewards plus 2.5% of $ICA
mining rewards.

When staking $ZBTC on the
smart contract, users will be
rewarded with 50% of $BTCB
pool rewards plus 2.5% of $ICA
mining rewards.
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6.1
$ZETH & $ZBTC Liquidity Pools
ZETH Holders

$ETH (20%)
+
$ICA (10%)

Stake

ZBTC Holders

$BTCB (20%)
+
$ICA (10%)

Stake

ZETH-BUSD Pool

ZBTC-BUSD Pool

ETH Pool

BTCB Pool

Hashrate Supply = 0,1M * (Total
Token Supply - Selling Pool)

Hashrate Supply = 0,1T * (Total
Token Supply - Selling Pool)

ZETH - BUSD LP

ZBTC- BUSD LP

When staking ZETH - BUSD LP
on the smart contract, users will
be rewarded with 20% of $ETH
pool rewards plus 10% of $ICA
mining rewards.

When staking ZBTC - BUSD LP
on the smart contract, users will
be rewarded with 20% of
$BTCB pool rewards plus 10%
of $ICA mining rewards.
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$ICA and Governance (DAO)
$ICA is our Governance token, but is
also used for diﬀerent DeFi
applications within our platform and
our partners (i.e. Star Cluster,
liquidity pools, partnerships and
soon more use cases).
When icarians provide liquidity in our
dApp,
they
will
receive
a
ticket, “vAsset”, which can be checked
on
Token
Holdings
on
bscscan.com or in your wallet, after
adding
the
custom
token
contract. Now, these tickets will
reﬂect your voting power, so the
more you contribute to the project
by providing liquidity, the more
voting power you will have on
decisions taken forward!

Feature breakdown:
Ticket received as soon as you stake
in our platform
Vote on proposals without having to
unstake
15% of $ICA emissions are
distributed across DAO and its
participants. Because icarus.ﬁnance
is a decentralized protocol, our
Governance platform and DAO
contributors will be necessary for
deciding on the next stage of the
project.

These voting rights represent
icarians voice and include
decisions such as what crypto
asset to mine next, and
proposals may eventually
include emission / burn rates,
new pools, etc.

https://vote.icarus.ﬁnance/proposal/list
Click here for DAO platform
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ICARUS Tokenomics/Issuance
Token supply:

$ICA output reductions:

10M $ICA

10% in 7 days;
10% in 23 days;

10,000,000 $ICA

10% in 60 days;
10% every quarter;
9 quarters

2,5 Years
Linear release emission:

$ICA TOKEN SUpPLY
airdrop
reward by liquidity
ica-eth & ica-btcB pool
reward by liquidity
zeth-busd & zbtc-busd pool

reward by liquidity
ica-busd pool

Team linear
release in 1 year
DAO Contributors

12%
15%
5%
30%

reward by stake token
zeth & zbtc pool

12%
15%
3%
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8.1
$ICA Liquidity Pools
ICa - BUSD LP

When staking ICA + BUSD LP on the smart contract, users will be
rewarded with 30% of $ICA pool rewards, the highest $ICA earner.

ica - eth LP

When staking ICA + ETH LP on the smart contract, users will be
rewarded with 7.5% of $ICA pool rewards.

ica - BtcB LP

When staking ICA + BTCB LP on the smart contract, users will be
rewarded with 7.5% of $ICA pool rewards.

Stake

Stake

Stake

ICA-BUSD LP

ICA-ETH LP

ICA-BTCB LP

$ICA distribution
$ICA distribution
Daily Rewards

$ICA distribution

$ICA distribution

Daily Rewards

Daily Rewards

30% $ICA

7.5% $ICA

7.5% $ICA

Liquidity Providers

Liquidity Providers

Liquidity Providers
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9
Star Cluster
With the intention of oﬀering a more diverse set of DeFi applications,
opening ways for liquidity mining for partnerships programs,
rewarding true icarians that believe and invest in the protocol, Star
Cluster was designed!
This brings our governance token $ICA another strong use case, as
well a more balanced ecosystem overall.

What does Star Cluster have to offer?

$ICA single staking pool

Stake $ICA and earn assets

Partnership pools

For those who believe in the

Using funds from the Market

Having partnerships is indeed a

project and want to increase

Making Pool allocation we are

great way to help the project

their $ICA holdings over time!

able to open new pools (that will

grow and increase exposure.

50% of the fees collected by the

appear periodically), icarians are

Special

liquidity

protocol DeFi pools are used to

able to increase their portfolios

programs

created

keep feeding this smart contract

in an easy and convenient way!

speciﬁc partnerships secured

mining
due

to

will be introduced here.
Periodical manual injection from
the DAO fund.
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10
Launchpad
Each capsule contains 1 random generated NFT that unlocks the
gameﬁ applications and play to earn gameplay.
Each character holds a power level according to their rarity and you
can customize it to obtain even better stats and special eﬀects!
You can only obtain these capsules by staking vICA with a lock period
of 30 days (100$ worth of $ICA = 1 NFT)

To consider:
Users that stake in the $ICA single
staking pool around Start Cluster
get a receipt “$vICA“.
Capsule tokens represent capsules in
user gameﬁ proﬁle storage.
Clicking on a capsule token opens up a
mint contract that allows the capsule to
open and give NFT.
Opening these come with a 5$ worth of
$ICA cost plus regular BSC NFT minting
fee. Character NFT is then stored in the
user's wallet and is visible in Gameﬁ
proﬁle - storage.
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Profile page
GameFi NFT experience is unlocked, the ﬁrst step towards play to
earn gameplay is here!
In the proﬁle page you will be able to ﬁnd the following:

NFT COLLECTION

CAPSULE STORAGE

TEAM BUILD

Check information
regarding each NFT on
the character collection
available to play ingame.

After staking your vICA
on the Launchpad, open
your capsules here to
receive the NFT reward.

Assemble your crew
with the best you have,
equip your best items
and get ready to
dominate!

This stage of the protocol will provide another undeniable use case
for our $ICA token and add even more buy-back and burns
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ARMORY
What if we told you that you now have another source of rewards?
Jump into the GameFi experience and get ahead of your
competition! By staking in our dApp icarians get a ticket “vToken”
(check token holdings), and with that receipt users can now stake in
the Armory to unlock more rewards.

15 days time lock
where you can get
1 reward per 100$
worth of your
own TVL staked.

Match a rarity of a chest and a card to unlock loot, or play for the long
game.. collect and upgrade them for EPIC LOOT and become the
spacelord!
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13
dex / SWAP
Get the best swap rates for our ecosystem assets, trades with no
extra fees associated!
Having our own decentralized exchange will allow access to cheap
transactions, transparency on the costs associated and more
functionalities soon, while also opening doors for new partnerships
as well as adding more use cases for our $ICA token in the future.
Currently connected with Pancakeswap due to our liquidity being
there.

icarus.finance
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YIELD HUBBLE
Why is this important? This will
bring icarians another great DeFi
application (yield aggregator) and
our governance token $ICA a
massive buy-back and burn!

To assist icarians with tools that
improve asset management and
tracking records, Yield Hubble
concept was designed.
Just relax and enjoy seeing your
gains max!
We now have auto compounding
smart contracts that allow even
more use cases for our DeFi
pools and more opportunities for
partnerships.

Investor
Deposit

Withdraw

Asset

Capital + Proﬁt

Tokens

Tokens

ICA

ICARUS Autofarm protocol
ICARUS Autofarm contract

Tokens

Tokens

DAO
60%

Swap to ICA

20%

Swap to Tokens

40%

Pancake: FARM
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Migration to v2 and Fees
It’s important for us to evolve our
platform
continuously
and
ensure we provide the best
service possible. Our purpose is
to provide a sustainable platform
where users can build successful
long term portfolios, oﬀering an
array
of
mineable
and
farmable
cryptocurrencies
that are unlikely to depreciate
over time.

1% deposit fee & 2% withdraw on:

As we keep pushing for more
ways to add intrinsic value, real
use cases and create a solid
foundation for our project, the
purpose for the changes
described below is to further
increase our use case, reduce
$ICA selling pressure, and
reward long term icarian
hodlers.
These changes represent the
innovative foundations we
require to move forwards in
the most sustainable and
scalable way.

$ICA
distribution
ICA-BUSD

ICA-BTCB
ICA-ETH

Fees Breakdown:
These fees will be split in 2
automatically, and they have
the following purpose:

0,5% deposit fee & 1% withdraw on:

ZETH-BUSD

$ICA distribution

ZBTC-BUSD

50% of the fees will be
redistributed to the $ICA
single pool
50% of the fees will be used
to Buyback & Burn $ICA
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ICARUS Fund
10% of the ETH and BTCB pool distributions goes to the ICARUS
Fund. This is to ensure icarus.ﬁnance has the necessary resources
to maintain our mining facilities’s upkeep and overheads.
A portion of this fund will be put aside as insurance for the project’s
mining operations. We need to be prepared for unforeseeable
setbacks such as power shortages, weather conditions, political
factors.

ICARUS Fund

10%

ETH Pool

BTCB Pool
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Costs, Buy back & Burn
20% of the ETH and BTCB pool distributions will go to the Market
Making Pool. These funds can be used to perform market buy
orders and sent to the dead address to burn $ICA, allocate funds
for new Star Cluster pools and some Gameﬁ applications.
A proportion of these funds will also contribute to initial marketing
eﬀorts as the project starts to grow, such as listings and
partnerships.

ETH Pool

BTCB Pool

20%
Buy back
& burn

Market Making Pool
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Partnerships & Collaborations
We are looking for long term partnerships with pioneers in the
space, which represent the values and use cases to the community
that are so much needed.
Projects that bring more education and mainstream adoption will
always be supported by us, including possible endorsing, features
and cross applications, designed to innovate and sustain real growth
and added value for all participants.
We truly believe in building for the future, adapting and overcoming
obstacles by having powerful synergies and network eﬀects within
the developers community base.
We proudly present to you at https://icarus.ﬁnance/ homepage the
list and links of these associations.
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Analytics
Cryptocurrency world moves at a faster pace than the real world. It's
open 24/7, with a lot of new information ﬂooding the market, and
this can sometimes be overwhelming.
Timing is of the essence if you plan to maximize the value of your
assets, therefore your sources of information should be equally
reliable and ready at your ﬁngertips.
To this end, we aim to have a live feed of data of the assets, including
graphic visuals and other important statistics, all in one page to save
you the trouble of researching this manually and in diﬀerent
locations. We got you covered!
We want this information to be accessible to the community and all
icarians in a manner that is sustainable moving forwards (more
information = less FUD), not only to conﬁrm the numbers are true
but also to allow for more strategic decisions.
Here you will be able to ﬁnd the most relevant info regarding our
project!
$ICA distribution
MINING
ANALYTICS

MINING REPORT UPDATES

SECURITY

Because $ZBTC and $ZETH are our hashrate tokens we
prepared a speciﬁc report page for them. We also want to
deliver metrics such as:
$ICA
distribution
HASHRATE
POWER

TOTAL MINED SO FAR

PERFORMANCE PER WATT

ELECTRICITY COSTS (KW/h)
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TEAM

Bruno
Project Manager

Tom
Project Manager

A4
Mining
Operations

Tomás
Lead Designer

Paxo
3D Artist

Rajtak
2D Artist

Ana
Marketing

A1
Front-end

A2
Back-end

A3
Solidity

Matt
Game Developer
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Risk disclosure and Risk management
While both Bitcoin and Ethereum mining have traditionally been
proﬁtable when viewed as a whole, that does not guarantee the
same will apply moving forwards. Risks inherent in crypto mining are
equally applicable to this project because mining power is the base
collateral.
Speciﬁcally, mining rewards on ZETH and ZBTC could temporarily or
permanently stop if, as an example, properties generating our
mining power experience damages or losses. These could include
damages from natural disasters such as landslides, ﬂoods, heavy
rainfalls, tornados, power outages, etc.
Another risk is associated with the fact that if Ethereum
network-wide hashrate increases to a point where our standard
unit of mining power becomes proﬁtless, we would have to move
onto the next asset. That is why the DAO was implemented, in order
to make that decision between the $ICA holders.
There are other general risks associated in this space, such as errors
in the project’s dApp, enabling attacks, leading to the loss or
inaccessibility of mining rewards. To manage these risks, the core
team will, among other things, select historically stable sites and
diversify equipment models.
We are also engaging in local councils to perform legal and
operational due diligence to ensure a high degree of enforceability
before signing into contracts, which must clearly state ownership,
transfer schemes, mining power delivery obligations, and remedies
during defaults. We also aim to engage at least two security ﬁrms to
audit the project’s dApp code.
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